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1. Introduction

In this paper we study the existence of strongly exposed points in unbounded closed
and convex subsets of the positive cone of ordered Banach spaces and we prove the
following characterization for the space lx{T): A Banach lattice X is order-isomorphic to
/t(r) iff X has the Schur property and X* has quasi-interior positive elements.

2. Notation

Let A' be an ordered normed space. For each A £ X we shall denote by sep(/4) the set of
strongly exposed points of A. The positive cone X + of X is normal if there exists aeR +
such that for each x,yeX,x^y^0 implies a||x||^||.y||. A point xeX is a quasi-interior
positive element of X, x e Q(X), if the principal ideal Ix of X is (norm) dense in X. For
notions not defined here see [1] and [5].

3. Strongly exposed points

Let K be an unbounded, closed and convex subset of a normed space X. For each
peU+ we define the following subsets of K:

whenever these sets are non-empty.
In [3, Prop. 3] it is proved that if X is a Banach space with Radon-Nikodym Property

(R.N.P.) and K is an unbounded, closed and convex subset of X, then sep(K) = 0 iff
coKSp = Kp, VpeR+. If we assume that the set K has the R.N.P. we obtain the following
analogous proposition:

Proposition 3.1. Let K be an unbounded, closed and convex subset of a Banach space
X and K have the R.N.P. Then sep(K)=0 iff Kp = co/CS-p,VpeR+.

Proof. If sep(K) = 0 then sep(/Cp)s/cs pVpeR+. Since Kp = co sep(Kp) and
cosep(Kp)^cdKSpcKp we have that /Cp = co/CS-pVpelR+. If Kp = coKSp\/peU+,
then K is not dentable, [4, Prop. 2] and therefore sep(/Q = 0.
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Theorem 3.1 Let K be an unbounded, closed and convex subset of the positive cone
X + of an ordered normed space X. If the cone X + is normal and the set of quasi-interior
positive elements of X* is non-empty, Q(X*)^0, the following statements are equivalent:

(i) Kp = p

(ii) For each xeK and for each p>||x||, there exists a sequence (xv) of KSp which
converges weakly to x.

Proof. Let Kp = c~5Ks _p,VpeR + . Let xoeK and a constant real number p>||xo||. At
first we shall show that there exists geQ(X*),AeU+, a natural number vo^p and a
sequence yveKs v such that

g(yv)^A Vv£v0. (1)

To prove this we assume that there exist geQ(X*) and yoeK with giyo)>g{xo)- (If
g(x)^g{x0) VxeK then the statement (1) is true for A=gix0)). Let

F = {xeK\g(x)=giy0)}.

If the set F is a face of K then g(x)^g(y0) Vxe/C, because g(xo)<g(yo) and therefore
the statement (1) is true for A =giy0)- If the set F is not a face of K then F is unbounded,
[3, Prop. 4], hence for each v^||_yo|| there exists yveKSv such that g(yv) =g(y0) and
therefore the statement (1) is true.

Let geQ(X*), AeU+, vo^p and yveKSv such that

For each v ̂  v0 the line segment xoyv cuts the set Ks p at a point xv = Avx0 + (1 — kv)yv where
Ave(0,1). Then xv^( l — ly)yv. Since X+ is normal, there exists aeU+ such that
a||Xv||^(l-Av)||.yv||Vv^v0. By definition of y, and xv we have that \\yv\\ = v and ||xv|| = p,
hence,

0 < l A ^

We shall show that the sequence (xv) of Ks p converges weakly to x0.
Let feX* and e>0. Since geQ(X*), there exists no<=N and heX* with

— nog^hSLnog and | | / — h\\<e. So we have that

and

Hence
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This shows that limv^00(l— A.v)f(yv)=O ar>d therefore

lim /(xv)= lim Av/(x0) = f(x0).
V—• 00 V~* 00

So the sequence (xv) of Ks p converges weakly to x and therefore the statement (i)
implies (ii).

Also the statement (ii) implies (i) because the closure of coKSp with respect to the
weak and the strong topology of X coincide.

By Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 we have the following corollary:

Corollary 3.1. Let K be an unbounded, closed and convex subset of the positive cone
X+ of an ordered Banach space X. If X + is normal, Q(X*)^$ and the set K has the
R.N.P., the following statements are equivalent:

(i)

(ii) For each xeK and for each p>||x||, there exists a sequence (xv) of K with ||xv||=p
which converges weakly to x.

4. Characterizations of/j(r)

A Banach space X has the Schur property provided each weakly convergent sequence
in X is norm convergent. It is well known that lt has the Schur property and hence so
does ^(F) for any

Theorem 4.1. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach lattice. Then:

(i) X is order-isomorphic to l^(T) iff X has the Schur property and X* has quasi-
interior positive elements.

(ii) X is order-isomorphic to lY iff X is separable, X has the Schur property and X* has
quasi-interior positive elements.

Proof. It is straightforward to check that if X and /j(r) are order isomorphic under
T then X has the Schur property and T* preserves quasi-interior positive elements.
Since the point x=(x(i))ier with x(i) = l V i e F is a quasi-interior positive element of

Let X have the Schur property and Q(X*)^0. To show that X is order-isomorphic to
/,(r) it is enough to show that X+ has the R.N.P. and Oesep(X+), [4, Prop. 4.2]. X has
the R.N.P. because in Banach lattices, the Schur property implies the R.N.P., [2,
Corollary 1]. If O^sep(Ar

+) then sep(A"+) = 0. By Corollary 3.1, for each p>0 there
exists a sequence (xv) of X+ with ||xv|| = p which converges weakly and therefore
strongly to 0. This is a contradiction, hence Oesep(.Y + ) and therefore X is order-
isomorphic to l^(T). So the statement (i) is true. The statement (ii) follows by (i).
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